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Abstract. Recent research has shown that cryptographers with glitches
are vulnerable in front of Side Channel Attacks (SCA). Since then, several methods, such as Wave Dynamic Differential Logic (WDDL) and
Masked Dual-Rail Pre-charge Logic (MDPL), have been presented to
make circuits clean. In this paper, we propose a more accurate power
model based on logic gates’ output transitions and divide it into pieces
according to input signals’ transformations. Based on our model, we
demonstrate that 1-bit masked logic gates with asynchronous inputs always leak side-channel information from their output transitions. Therefore, even those gates designed without glitches are still susceptible to
be attacked. To solve this problem, Dual-Rail Random Switching Logic
(DRSL) is presented. By introducing a local pre-charge signal, DRSL
gates have their inputs synchronized. Experimental results indicate that
DRSL eliminates most of the leakage.
Keywords: Side Channel Attacks, DPA, Gate Level Masking, DRSL,
Dual-Rail, Pre-charge.
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Introduction

Until Paul Kocher et al. [1] proposed practical Side Channel Attacks (SCA) on
chips, especially powerful Differential Power Analysis (DPA), people generally
thought that cryptographic algorithms implemented in hardware chips were secure, therefore, they put more attention on security of protocols and mathematic
algorithms. But since then, people began to pay more attention on implementations, and lots of countermeasures have been proposed in the last few years.
The earliest ways to act against DPA were called “Ad-hoc Approaches” [2],
such as adding noises, randomizing execution sequence and so on. The drawback
of this kind of countermeasures is that they do not prevent attacks completely:
attacks can still be successful by taking more samples and signal processing.
For the purpose of preventing DPA completely, methods to protect cryptographers on the algorithm level were presented. Louis Goubin et al. [3] proposed
?
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a way called duplication (or masking). Subsequently, masking method has been
improved by many researchers [12, 13, 16, 17, 18].
On the other hand, more generic countermeasures are also under discussion.
These countermeasures are on circuit level. We call them more generic in that
they are not constrained to a certain cryptographic algorithm. Once a practical
method is found, designers need not to care about the security of implementations for a specific algorithm. This makes possible the automatic design. These
measures fall into two categories: complementary circuits and gate level mask
circuits.
Kris Tiri and Ingrid Verbauwhede [7] proposed a complementary logic called
“Sense Amplifier Based Logic” (SABL), in which “Dual-rail” and “Pre-charge”
are employed. Considering SABL requires a new core cell library, “Simple Dynamic Differential Logic” (SDDL) and its refinement “Wave Dynamic Differential Logic” (WDDL) came into being afterward also under efforts of Kris Tiri
[8]. Compared with SABL, WDDL only makes use of common cells.
Besides complementary circuits, masking on gate level is analyzed in [9],
and implementation of masked gate circuits has been presented by Trichina and
Korkishko in [10, 11].
Though the above methods, in both algorithm level and circuit level, aim at
preventing DPA completely, they still leak side channel information. For masking
methods, outputs’ transitions of logic gates are dependent on the input signals
when glitches exist [4]. What’s more, in [5], Stefan Mangard et al. did a successful
attack on masked AES hardware implementations with glitches. For complementary circuits, loading capacitance is hard to control for deep submicron process
technologies where the transistor sizes and wiring widths continuously shrink [6].
To overcome the disadvantages of both masked and complementary circuits,
Thomas Popp and Stefan Mangard in [6] bound masked and complementary circuits together and showed us “Masked Dual-Rail Pre-charge Logic” (MDPL). By
absorbing “pre-charge protocol” and “Dual-Rail encoding”, no glitches appears
in MDPL circuits; by masking intermediate value with random bit, designers do
not have to consider routing constrains.
However, we find that predictable energy dissipation still appears whenever
inputs of a logic gate arrive at different moments, no matter glitches exist or
not. This means that the previous methods are still susceptible to be attacked,
including WDDL and MDPL. We did attack simulation with Hspice and the
results demonstrate that our opinion is reasonable.
What should be mentioned is that Daisuke Suzuki et al. [15] also presented a
kind of masked logic gate called “Random Switching Logic” (RSL). RSL belongs
to Single-Rail circuits. All inputs to a RSL gate are synchronized by a pre-charge
signal (called “enable signal” in [15]), but how to generate such a pre-charge
signal was not mentioned yet. We think it is hard to generate such a pre-charge
signal for each gate respectively in Single-Rail circuits.
In this article, we propose a power dissipation model according to a gate’s
output transitions, and divide it into pieces according to the input transitions.
Based on our model, we demonstrate that 1-bit masked logic gates still leak

side channel information. As an effective countermeasure, Dual-Rail Random
Switching Logic (DRSL) is presented, in which inputs are synchronized for each
gate respectively. Our experimental results show that DRSL reduces most of the
side channel leakage. Therefore, DRSL is more robust than other logics.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, a mathematical model of
power consumption and theoretical analysis of gate leakage are proposed. Our
logic DRSL is presented in Section 3. Experimental results are given in Section
4.

2
2.1

Mathematical Models and Analysis
Gate Model

A logic gate in a cryptographer performs a Boolean algebra function. Factors
that influence a gate’s output values can be categorized into two groups: one
is those determinable factors that can be decided by internal keys and outside
input (or output) data; the other is the independent factors, such as the internal
generated random numbers. For simplicity, we, here, only consider gates with
only one output. What’s more, for the practical consideration, each logic gate
discussed in this article has only one independent factor. Then our model can
be described in Equation 1.
q = f (a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 , m)

(1)

where q is the output value; a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 are n factors related to key and
outside data while m is the internal independent factor, f is the Boolean function
that the gate performs. Hereafter, we also represent a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 as A for
simplicity.
In a gate level masked circuit, ‘m’ is a mask signal, ‘ai ’ is the unmasked
value of a masked input and ‘q’ is a masked output. A common digital circuit
can be considered as a special subset of masked circuits, in which ‘m’ equals to
a constant ‘0’ or ‘1’.
2.2

Power Model

Power consumed by a CMOS gate is determined by many factors, such as output
transition, load capacitance, self capacitance, clock frequency, supply voltage,
and switch voltage [14]. In this article, we mainly focus on output transitions.
We define the output transition as (qi−1 , qi ). Correspondingly, energy consumed
can be defined as E(qi−1 , qi ).
In a combinational circuit, input signals to a gate always arrive at different
moments. The result following this is that outputs would probably switch several
times during a clock cycle before they reach stable values. This is what we
usually call “glitches”. Suppose inputs arrive at k different moments, then power
consumption can be represented as shown in Equation 2.
E = (E0 , E1 , · · · , Ei , · · · , Ek−1 , Ek )

(2)

where Ei is the gate’s power consumption during the input arriving intervals
between moment i and moment i+1. When voltage of the output at moment i
(vi ) and i+1 (vi+1 ) are both stable values (for example, 0v or 1.8v in 0.18µm
technology), energy can be written as E(0, 0), E(0, 1), E(1, 0), or E(1, 1). Otherwise, if at least one of them is not stable, energy consumed can be represented
as tE(0, 1) or tE(1, 0) by employing a coefficient ‘t’ (0 < t < 1). Here, t is determined by vi and vi+1 . From another point of view, t is mainly determined by
the length of the interval, and is independent on the value of A.
2.3

Analysis

When attacking cryptographers using DPA, attackers aim to discover whether
their key guesses are correct. Explaining this with our model, a correct key guess
brings us a correct prediction of internal predictable factors, while incorrect
key guesses lead to wrong predictions. If some statistical characteristic of the
energy dissipated depends on the predictable factors, then attackers can make
use of the power consumption as side-channel information to judge whether their
key guesses are valid. Hence, secure cryptographers should have their power
dissipation statistically independent on those predictable factors.
DPA can target on a circuit element (CE), which is a (group of) gate(s).
Output values of a CE are statistically independent of others, so independence
between the power consumption and the internal predictable factors lays on no
correlation between E and A of a CE. What’s more, we hold the opinion that
independence between E and A at every time can be satisfied only if every
element Ei of E is statistically independent on A, otherwise, the cryptographers
would probably suffer from DPA.
In pre-charge circuits, at the beginning of evaluation phase, every signal has
an initialized value: 0. (In some logics, signals are pre-charged to 1, but there
is no essential difference.) As mentioned before, coefficient ‘t’ is independent on
A, hence, independence of Ei and A stands on independence between qi+1 and
A (qi = 0). This is the main topic of the following discussion.
Single-Rail Circuits In a Single-Rail circuit, each CE has only one output.
The independence between q and A can be described in an equation as follows.
P (q = 0/Ai ) = P (q = 0/Aj )

(3)

where P is the conditional probability, Ai and Aj are arbitrary sets of (a0 , a1 , · · · ,
an−1 ). What’s more, q must not be a constant and is related to every input.
Until now, the problem becomes to designing a logic gate that satisfies Equation 3 in all the k time intervals during a clock cycle. First, we consider the
scenario that all inputs have arrived at this gate.
Lemma 1. Let f be a logic gate’s Boolean algebra function, q be its output and
a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 , and m be its n+1 independent variables: q = f (a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 ,
m). When q does not equal to constant 0 or 1, and is correlated to every input,

then the necessary and sufficient condition for the statistical independence between q and a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 is
q = f (a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 , m) = g(a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 )⊕m

(4)

and
P (m = 0) = P (m = 1) = 1/2
where g is a Boolean algebra function; P is the probability. (Since lemmas in
this article are easy to prove, we do not list their proof here.)
As we can see, to make circuits designed resistant to DPA, signals propagating
inside should be masked as a⊕m or ā⊕m.
When considering other cases, we take the k th interval as an example. In
this interval, only one input has not arrived at the gate, which means either one
of the masked signals (ai ⊕m) or the masking signal (m) remains pre-charged.
If the last one is ai ⊕m, we define the delayed signal as aim . Since aim is precharged to 0, we can assume that ai equals to m in this interval. Then Equation
4 can be rewritten as follows.
q = f (a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 , m) = g(a0 , a1 , · · · , ai−1 , m, ai+1 , · · · , an−1 )⊕m

(5)

Is q in this case still independent on the remaining predictable factors (a 0 , a1 , · · · ,
ai−1 , ai+1 , · · · , an−1 )? According to Lemma 1, we should make sure whether there
exists a Boolean algebra function h satisfying the following equation.
q = f (a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 , m) = h(a0 , a1 , · · · , ai−1 , ai+1 , · · · , an−1 )⊕m

(6)

Lemma 2. When a Boolean function f can be written as Equation 5, it cannot
be rewritten into Equation 6.
If the last one is signal m, we can represent output q with the same equation
as before while replacing ai with ai ⊕m, and m with 0 (m is still pre-charged).
So Equation 4 can be rewritten as follows.
q = g(a0 ⊕m, a1 ⊕m, · · · , an−1 ⊕m)⊕0

(7)

Still, we should make sure whether there is a function h which satisfies Equation
8.
q = h(a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 )⊕m
(8)
Lemma 3. when a gate’s logic function can be described as Equation 7 and
Equation 8, then n must be an odd number and
h(a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 ) = fa (a0 )⊕a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕an−1

(9)

According to Lemma 3, gates, such as masked AND and OR, do not satisfy
Equations 7 and 8 simultaneously. Therefore, when m arrives last, output q is
dependent on predictable factors A. Since AND and OR gates are the main

components of cryptographers, so we can say that delay of the mask signal also
has side channel leakage.
Based on Lemma 1 to Lemma 3, we can make a conclusion:
Conclusion 1. In Single-Rail Circuits with all signals masked by the same random bit, when inputs arrive at logic gates at different moments, predictable factors dependent power dissipation appears no matter glitches occur or not. What’s
more, if inputs to a gate are pre-charged asynchronously, leakage would also occur.
Dual-Rail Circuits As for the Dual-Rail Circuits, the independent circuit
element is a pair of complementary signals. Therefore, Equation 4 should be
rewritten as follows.
(Q1 , Q0 ) = q + q̄ = f (A, m) + f (A, m)
= g(a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 )⊕m + g(a0 , a1 , · · · , an−1 )⊕m̄

(10)

where ‘+’ represents common addition; q and q̄ are a pair of complementary
signals. q̄ equals to the inversion of q in evaluation phase, while equals to q in
pre-charge phase. Therefore,
Q0 = q⊕q̄, Q1 = q q̄
For a Dual-Rail Circuit resistant to DPA, both Q0 and Q1 should be statistical independent on A.
Using the same proof methods employed in last section, we can demonstrate
that when inputs to a gate arrive asynchronously, side-channel leakage occurs as
well. Therefore, we can get Conclusion 2 as follows.
Conclusion 2. In Dual-Rail Circuits with all signals masked by the same random
bit, when inputs arrive at logic gates at different moments, predictable factors
dependent power dissipation appears, no matter glitches occur or not. What’s
more, if inputs to a gate are pre-charged asynchronously, leakage would also
occur.

3
3.1

Dual-Rail Random Switching Logic
Basic Cells

Section 2 tells us that besides “free of glitches” and “no routing constrains”,
every internal gate in a DPA resistant cryptographer should have its inputs
synchronized. DRSL is devised under such a guideline. To suppress glitches,
“pre-charge” protocol is used; to remove routing constrains, random mask is
introduced; to synchronize input signals, a local pre-charge signal is generated.
The main idea of DRSL is derived from RSL and MDPL. But compared with
MDPL, the advantage of DRSL is that it avoids side channel leakage caused by

asynchronous inputs. As for RSL, DRSL makes use of Dual-Rail method to make
practical the generation of the local pre-charge signal (called “enable” signal in
RSL) for every gate.
The schematic of a two-input DRSL AND gate is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a)
presents a single rail element; Fig. 1(b) describes a DRSL AND gate with a logic
part (two Single-Rail elements) and a pre-charge generation circuit in it.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a). RSL NAND schematic, (b). DRSL AND schematic

In DRSL circuits, there are two work phases alternating with each other: one
is pre-charge phase, the other is evaluation phase. In the pre-charge phase, all
signals, including mask signal m, are pre-charged to 0; while in the evaluation
phase, pre-charge signal turns to be invalid after all inputs are evaluated values.
Pre-charge of the whole circuit is done in a way of waveform: starting from
registers, propagating through combinational logic gates and finally running back
to registers. A global pre-charge signal is not suitable in that, between logic gates,
their inputs arrive at different moments. This is similar to WDDL and MDPL,
however, the difference is that each DRSL gate has its own pre-charge circuit.
A DRSL gate is pre-charged at the time when one of the inputs turns to be
pre-charged value, and enabled after all its inputs are evaluated values. Thus,
DRSL gates do not suffer from asynchronous inputs.
In a Single-Rail circuit, pre-charged values and evaluated values can both be
0, so it is hard to judge when all inputs are evaluated values. On the other hand,
pre-charged and evaluated values in Dual-Rail circuit do not have intersection:
the former can only be (0, 0), and the latter belong to (1, 0) and (0, 1). This
makes it possible to identify the time when all evaluated inputs have arrived.
Based on the above consideration, Dual-Rail circuits are preferable in our logic.
Once the pre-charge signal is generated, input signals are synchronized. This
property of DRSL allows converting all kinds of logic gates to DRSL. For example, XOR, which is not a monotonic gate, is not used in MDPL and WDDL. But
in DRSL, XOR is accepted. What’s more, since DRSL is Dual-Rail, an inverter
can be implemented by just swapping its two complementary inputs. The same

as mentioned in [15], odd-number-input XOR and XNOR function does not need
a random signal input in DRSL.

Fig. 2. DRSL D-flip-flop schematic

Since random mask changes every clock cycle, value stored in registers should
be masked by the random signal for the following clock period. We incorporate
the idea of MDPL D-flip-flop, in which a D-flip-flop consists of a RSL XOR gate,
a common CMOS D-flip-flop and two CMOS NOR gates. Random signals for
the XOR gate are mi ⊕mi+1 and mi ⊕mi+1 , where mi is the random value for
the current cycle and mi+1 is the one for the next. DRSL D-flip-flop schematic
is presented in Fig. 2.
Table 1 compares DRSL cells in 0.18µm technology with the corresponding
cells from TSMC 0.18µm standard cell library in area complexity.
Table 1. DRSL cells area complexity
DRSL Cell

Implementation

DRSL

Standard

DRSL/std.

Inverter

Wire swapping

0

0.67

0

Buffer

2×Buffer

2.66

1.33

2

AND, OR(2-in)

2×RSL NAND, OAI

7.21

1.33

5.42

NAND, NOR(2-in) 2×RSL NAND, OAI

7.21

1

7.21

8.22

2.67

3.30

DRSL XOR, CMOS 14.49

5.67

2.56

XOR, XNOR
D-flip-flop

2×RSL XOR, OAI

Area (gate equivalents)

Ratio

D-FF, 2×NOR

As can be seen from Table 1, DRSL AND, OR, NAND, and NOR gates
cost much more area than standard gates. This is mainly caused by the local
pre-charge circuit and the dual-rail circuit. However, as the gate becomes more

complex, pre-charge circuit takes less proportion. Area ratio of DRSL XOR,
XNOR, and D-flip-flop is smaller than DRSL AND and OR gates.
Compared with MDPL gates, DRSL AND (OR) gates cost more area than
MDPL AND (OR) gates. But for XOR and DFF gates, DRSL costs less. Considering DRSL is compatible with MDPL, when designing DRSL circuits, a DRSL
AND (OR) gate can be replaced by a MDPL AND (OR) gate if inputs to it are
already synchronized.
3.2

Security Analysis

For every DRSL gate, outputs only change after all inputs arrive, energy elements
before the last signal’s arrival should be 2E(0, 0), assume signals arrive at k
different moments and the final output is q, then the last energy piece is E(0, 0)+
E(0, q). Power consumption of a DRSL gate can be represented as follows.
E = (2E0 (0, 0), 2E1 (0, 0), · · · , 2Ei (0, 0), · · · , 2Ek−1 (0, 0), Ek (0, 0) + Ek (0, q))
Since output q is masked by a random signal, the above equation is not influenced
by those predictable factors. So we can see the logic part of DRSL is free of
leakage caused by asynchronous inputs.
Similarly, for the pre-charge circuit in DRSL, its power consumption can be
described as follows.
E = (E0 (0, 0), E1 (0, 0), · · · , Ei (0, 0), · · · , Ek−1 (0, 0), Ek (0, 1))
Again, the equation is not related to those predictable factors, which means the
pre-charge circuit is secure as well.

4

Experimental Results

We have performed DPA attacks simulation with Hspice on four 2-input AND
gates implemented by common Single-Rail masked logic, WDDL, MDPL, and
DRSL. All these gates are in 0.18µm technology. The layout parasitics have been
neglected. Test circuits are illustrated in Fig. 3. In Fig 3(a), am arrives last; in
Fig. 3(b), the random mask signal m arrives last.
For the Single-Rail masked AND gate, when am arrives later than bm and
m, then in the time interval, output q can be shown as follows.
q = ((am ⊕m)(bm ⊕m))⊕m = ((0⊕m)(bm ⊕m))⊕m = b̄m
For WDDL and MDPL, we can also get the following results (m=0 for WDDL):
q̄ = ((ām ⊕m̄)(b̄m ⊕m̄))⊕m̄ = ((0⊕m̄)(b̄m ⊕m̄))⊕m̄ = b̄m̄
q0 = q⊕q̄ = b̄, q1 = q q̄ = 0
We simulate all the 8 possible combinations of input transitions on each of
the AND gate. Current I(Vd)from circuits to power Vdd is the probed signal.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a). am arrives last, (b). m arrives last

Difference of Means [uA]

Difference of Means [uA]

Waveforms are divided into two groups, one with b = bm ⊕m = 1, while the other
with b = 0. Finally, we subtract the average of group 2 (b = 0) by the means of
group 1 (b = 1) to get the difference. In the time interval when bm and m have
arrived and am is still pre-charged, only group 2 is possible to change output to
be ‘1’; after am arrives, raise of output only occurs in group 1. So it is expected
to get a figure with a valley followed by a peak in SRML, WDDL, and MDPL
circuits. Results can be seen in Fig. 4.
SRML AND GATE
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(a)
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0
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0
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Time [ns]
(d)

Fig. 4. Difference of means

When m arrives last, for Single-Rail masked AND gate:
q = ((am ⊕0)(bm ⊕0))⊕0 = (āb̄m) ∨ (abm̄)

1

For MDPL, we can also get the following results:
q̄ = ((ām ⊕0)(b̄m ⊕0))⊕0 = (āb̄m̄) ∨ (abm)
q0 = q⊕q̄ = a⊗b, q1 = q q̄ = 0
In this case we divide waveforms of I(Vd) into two groups, one with a = b, while
the other with a6=b. Since this division happens to be the same as the former,
their figures are similar (slight differences are caused by different self capacitance
related to each input). We do not list the plots of this case here.
¿From Fig. 4 we can clearly notice the advantage of the DRSL AND Gate.
The first three plots apparently have a valley followed by a peak, while the
fluctuation of DRSL AND Gate is much smaller. Peak-to-peak values of each
plot are approximately 418(SRML), 363(WDDL), 550(MDPL), and 117(DRSL)
µA. Therefore, leakage of DRSL is reduced by at least 68%. When comparing
the total power leakage, DRSL’s performance is even better.
We also did an experiment in which every input reaches the gate at the same
time. We divide the waveforms and get the difference of means in the same way
as before. Result can be seen in Fig. 5(a). What’s more, two immediate current
I(Vd) plots (am bm m = 000 and am bm m = 100) are shown in Fig. 5(b).
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(b)

Fig. 5. (a). Inputs synchronized, (b). Immediate Current

By comparing Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 5(a), we notice that the two plots are identical around 0.75ns, which means this part of leakage occurs even if inputs arrive
at the same time. Accordingly, we divide the plot in Fig. 4(d) into two parts: the
high-frequency fluctuation around 0.5ns and the comparatively low-frequency
part near 0.75ns. We think the former be related to self capacitance. Leakage in
this part is hard to identify. As for the latter, it is caused by different charging
speeds. If am = bm = m, all P transistors in the transiting RSL AND gate are
open. This brings larger current and quicker change than other cases. In Fig.
5(b), charging current (-I(Vd)) belonging to am bm m = 000 (real line) is larger
than that of am bm m = 100 (dotted line) at the beginning of transition. Since the

stored charge is limited, the former also ends earlier than the latter. According
to the above categorization, all traces belonging to am = bm = m were grouped
into the second group (b = 0), so when subtracting the means of the two groups,
a small valley followed by a peak appears. This kind of leakage is not considered
in our model, as it does not come from the total power difference but the immediate power trace disagreement. Unfortunately, DRSL cannot avoid this kind of
leakage. To minimize such kind of leakage is our job in the future.

5

Conclusion

We presented a power model where the power consumption of a logic gate depends on the value of the gate’s output transition. Based on the model, we
establish conditions for statistical independence between output transitions and
the input values. Theoretical analysis shows that 1-bit masked gates with asynchronous inputs always leak side channel information. After that, we propose a
kind of logic called Dual-Rail Switching Logic, which employs a local pre-charge
circuit in each gate. Experimental results show that DRSL can eliminate most
of the side channel leakage and therefore is more secure.
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